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1. Background:
Fed and Riksbank forecasts June 2010
Inflation

Unemployment

§ Riksbank and Fed forecasts quite similar
§ Policies very different

Source: Svensson, Lars E.O. (2011), “Practical Monetary Policy: Examples from Sweden
and the United,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, Fall 2011, 289-332.
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Large and rapid increase in Riksbank policy rate
2010-2011
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Swedish inflation fell rapidly
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Riksbank real policy rates increased even more,
causing large real interest-rate gap to Eurozone, UK, and US

+ 3.5 pp !
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Swedish Krona appreciated dramatically
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Swedish unemployment stayed high
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Swedish unemployment rate more than 1 pp higher
than counterfactual with no policy-rate increase

Counterfactual w/o
policy-rate increase
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2. Current monetary policy
§ Negative policy rate
• Note: Structural reasons for low/negative rates

§ Asset purchases
§ May work: Inflation rising, unemployment coming
down
§ What if this monetary policy already in 2010-2011?
§ Additional policies:
• Currency floor
• Monetary financing
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3. Cost-benefit analysis of “leaning against the wind”
for financial-stability purposes (LAW)
§ LAW: Tighter monetary policy than justified by normal
flexible inflation targeting
§ Instead undershooting the inflation target and/or
overshooting the long-run sustainable unemployment rate
§ Costs: Higher unemployment, lower inflation
§ Forgotten additional cost in previous literature: Higher cost
of a crisis if economy initially weaker because of LAW
§ Possible benefits: Lower probability or severity of a financial
crisis
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Possible transmission channels for policy-rate effect on
probability of crisis
§ Schularick-Taylor 2012 (14 countries, 1870-2008):
Correlation between probability of crisis and credit
growth
§ A higher policy rate may temporarily reduce credit
growth, but if no long-run effect on credit levels higher
credit growth later on; credit growth just postponed
§ Imperfect and indirect channel: Probability of crisis
really depends nature and magnitude of shocks and
lenders’ and borrowers’ resilience to shocks (lossabsorption capacity (capital) and debt service capacity)
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Possible transmission channels for policy-rate effect on
severity of crisis
§ Flodén 2014 (OECD): 1 pp higher household debt-toincome ratio in 2007 associated with 0.02 pp higher
increase in unemployment 2007-2012
§ Krishnamurthy and Muir 2016 (14 countries,
1869-2014): 1 pp higher-3-year growth of credit-to-GDP
ratio is associated with a(n insignificant) 0.05 pp larger
GDP decline from peak to trough in a crisis
§ A higher policy rate might temporarily reduce the debtto-income ratio or credit-to-GDP growth
§ But very small effects, can be disregarded
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Effect of 1 pp higher policy rate in 4 quarters on real debt
(Riksbank), real debt growth, probability of a crisis start, and
probability of crisis (Schularick-Taylor)
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Svensson (2016), “Cost-Benefit Analysis of Leaning Against the Wind : Are Costs Larger Also with Less
Effective Macroprudential Policy?” IMF Working Paper WP/16/3.
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Empirically very small and temporary effect (dashed)
on the probability of a crisis from a higher policy rate
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Marginal cost of policy-rate increase much larger than
marginal benefit; net marginal cost large
(Also if negative benefit beyond quarter 24 is disregarded)
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BENEFITS AND COSTS OF BANK CAPITAL

Compare w/ possible effect of macroprudential policy
of bank capital declines rapidly after that. Similar to the earlier exercise based
IMF: marginal
20%benefit
risk-weighted
bank capital might have avoided
on NPLs, the capacity of bank capital to avoid public recapitalizations is lower in non-OECD
countries.
80% of
the OECD banking crises since 1970
Figure 7. Share of Public Recapitalizations Avoided, Depending on Hypothetical Precrisis
Bank Capital Ratios
1
Share of bank public recapitalization episodes avoided
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Source: Dagher, Dell’Ariccia, Laeven, Ratnovski, and Tong (2016), “Benefits and Costs of Bank
Capital,” IMF Staff Discussion Note 16/04.
Sources: Bankscope; Laeven and Valencia 2013; and authors’ calculations.

§ Swedish
capital
requirements
now:
As discussed earlier,
one shortcoming
of our analysis
stems from the fact that country-level
averages
can
mask
significant
variation
at
the
bank
level.
For this purpose
examine
Total risk-weighted capital 22% (CET1
17%)we (depending
on
government capital injections during the recent crisis in some large European and U.S. banks (for
precise
measure)
which data are
publicly available). Following the approach in this section, Figure 8 plots, at the
bank level, the sum of the precrisis capital and capital injections during the crisis (both in percent
of precrisis RWA). The figure suggests that a capital ratio of 15 percent in 2007 would have
avoided the need for capital injection in almost 55 percent of cases in the United States and 75
percent of cases in Europe (based on sample of available data) while a capital ratio of 23 percent
would have eliminated the need for injection in virtually all cases.14 While the 55 percent figure
in the case of the United States might seem low, note that this is based on the lower bound of our
range. Further, the Capital Purchase Program’s terms were relatively attractive to avoid
stigmatizing participating banks as being weak (Swagel 2009).
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In conclusion, our analysis suggests that, in advanced economies, the marginal benefits of bank
capital decline substantially after 15–23 percent risk-weighted capital ratios: additional capital
becomes less effective in avoiding banking crises (based on absorbing NPLs) and public

Much larger shift down of the probability of a crisis
We
recognize the incompleteness
(thickinjections
dashed
lines)of the data especially in the case of European banks. The data on capital
in European banks are taken from estimates by Fratianni and Marchionne (2013), merged with bank
14

financials from SNL Financial, and cover injections only between November 2008 and January 2010. The data on
U.S. injections8are from SNL Financial and are based on the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP).8To arrive at
our estimate of capital needed, we add the capital ratio to RWA assets in 2007 (precrisis) to the ratio of the sum of
injections over RWA of 2007.
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Macroprudential policy: Goal
§ Financial stability
§ Definition: Financial system fulfilling 3 main functions
(submitting payments, transforming saving into financing,
allowing risk management/sharing) w/ sufficient resilience
to disturbances that threaten those functions
§ Stability of financial system more broadly, including stability
of the credit market: Resilience not only of lenders but also
of borrowers (households and non-financial firms (real
estate))
§ Secondary objective (not to be forgotten)
• Not the stability of the graveyard
• “Support the economic policy of the government” (BoE FPC)
• Tradeoff between stability/resilience and activity/growth (Tucker)
19

Main policy conclusion from cost-benefit analysis of
LAW
§ For financial stability, there is no choice but to use
macroprudential policy
§ Monetary policy cannot achieve and maintain monetary
policy
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4. Macroprudential policy: Swedish model
§ Gov’t Aug 2013: New strengthened framework for financial stability
§ Swedish FSA (Finansinspektionen)
• Main responsibility for financial stability
• All micro- and (with some lag) macroprudential instruments
• Boundary between macro- and microprudential policy unclear, especially in Sweden
(oligopoly of 4 banks dominate financial sector)
• Efficiency and accountability: Micro- and all macroprudential policy together, in one
authority
• But legal authority to use all instruments has been lagging

§ Riksbank
• No macroprudential instruments, only lending of last resort during crisis management

§ Financial Stability Council
• Members: MoF (chair), FSA, NDO (bank-resolution and deposit-insurance authority),
RB
• Forum for exchange of information and discussion, not decisions
• Published minutes, reports from workgroups
• The FSC will lead crisis management in crisis
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What determines the risks related to household debt
and the housing market?
§ Not levels of housing prices and household debt
§ Instead
• Excessive levels (relative to what is consistent with
fundamental factors)
• Resilience of lenders and borrowers
o Loss-absorbing capacity of lenders and borrowers
o Debt-service capacity of borrowers
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Could a fall in housing prices lead to a large fall in
consumption (argued by Riksbank and FI)?
§ Hardly in Sweden
§ Denmark, UK, US: Consumption that fell was debt-financed
overconsumption; also, unsustainably low household saving
§ Sweden: No evidence of debt-financed overconsumption;
household saving historically high
§ Housing-price fall does not affect owners’ cash flow; owners
can stay put
§ Winners: New buyers and hholds planning to increase
housing
§ Losers: Hholds planning to reduce housing
§ Policy-rate and mortgage-rate fall benefits all debtors
§ Variable mortgage rates provide insurance against bad times
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Finansinspektionen (the Swedish FSA),
no “inaction bias” 1
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

LTV cap 85% (October 2010)
Risk-weight floor for mortgages 15% (May 2013)
LCR-regulation (Basle 3, USD, EUR, total) (Jan 2014)
Pillar II capital add-on 2% for 4 largest banks (Sep 2014)
Risk-weight floor for mortgages 25% (Sep 2014)
Systemic buffer 3% for 4 largest banks (Jan 2015)
CCyB activated at level 1% (Sep 2015)
Amortization requirements (Jun 2016)
CCyB raised to 1.5% (June 2016)
CCyB raised to 2.0% (March 2017)
Current capital requirements for 4 largest banks 22% of RWA
(17% CET1)
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Finansinspektionen (the Swedish FSA),
no “inaction bias” 2
§ Produces an annual mortgage market report, with stress tests
on individual data on new borrowers, according to which

FINANCIAL STABILIT

o lending standards are high
o households’ loss-absorbing and debt-service capacity is good and
increasing over time
Chart A25. Repayment
periods for indviduals
with of mortgage
Chart
o households’ resilience
to disturbances
in the form
rateA26. Household saving in Sweden
mortgages in Sweden
Percentage of disposable income
20
Per cent price falls, and income falls due to unemployment
increases, housing
is
30
good and increasing over time
15
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§ Best source for risk assessment of household debt
§ As far as I can see, macroprudential tools and policy seem
effective and good in Sweden in maintaining resilience
§ But legal authority for new tools have been lagging
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Sources: Statistics Sweden and the Riksbank

Note. The repayment period refers to the time it would take for
an individual to repay his or her loans, given the change in debt
which is observed between the time periods.

Household assets much higher than debt
Source: The Riksbank

Chart A27. Household assets and liabilities in Sweden
Percentage of disposable income

Chart A28. Mortgage rates to households i
Per cent
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Household saving historically high
(no indication of debt-financed overconsumption)

Repayment periods for indviduals with
in Sweden

Chart A26. Household saving in Sweden
Percentage of disposable income
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Swedish mortgage holders

Households are borrowing less than before in relation to the v
but more in relation to their income. The share of households
ksbank
exceeding 85 per cent of the value of the home has continued
households
with
new loans are amortising, but among the hou
Largein average
down
payments
oftonew
borrowers:
Household assets and liabilities
SweChart
A28. Mortgage rates
households
in Sweden
Per cent
to-value ratios between 50 and 70 per cent, almost half are n
8 of new borrowers 65%,
of disposable income Average LTV ratio
Amortisation of new loans is therefore expected to increase o
so average down payment is 35%
tion requirement is implemented.
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often placed in relation to an economic variable i
more relevant picture. A common method is to re
value of the home that is the object of the loan, i.
ratio for the household’s home. The loan-to-valu
tion of the level of vulnerability of a household t
prices. It is in part a matter of the risk of the hou
situation where the size of its debt is larger than t
and in part the wish of households that have sust
prices to restore their balance sheets, i.e. the relat
and liabilities. If house prices decline, affected ho
expected to reduce their consumption to increase
more loans a household has, the larger its tenden
sumption.6

Another way of measuring indebtedness is to rela
household to its disposable income – that is, inco
transfers. This ratio is usually called the debt-to-i
household. The debt-to-income ratio primarily g
Finansinspektionen (The Swedish FSA), “The Swedish Mortgage Market,
” April
2016
the level
of vulnerability
of a household to shock
income and expense. If the debt-to-income
ratio
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In order to investigate how households’ resilience has changed over time,
FI made two standardised calculations for 2011–2015. The first calculates
the share of households that have a deficit in the monthly calculations at
a 7 per cent interest rate. The second calculation studies the share of
households that have a deficit at a 2 per cent interest rate and an unemployment rate that is 10 percentage points higher. Diagram 22 shows that
there are fewer households with small margins compared to 2013.

10 per cents fall in price
20 per cents fall in price
40 per cents fall in price

Resilience 1: Stress testsDecline
on inindividual
household
house prices combined
with higher stressdata:
also develops the stress analysis by combining interest increments or
Unemployment increaseFIhigher
and
housing-price fall
unemployment with declining house prices. The results show the
1 p ram
share of

households that end up with a deficit in addition to negative
equity, i.e. the value of their home being less than the size of their loan.
The aim of the analysis is to provide an indication of how many households would
continue to be in debt increase
if they were forced
• Unemployment
fromto 0selltotheir
house due to impaired payment ability. As already pointed out, house5% (requires
holds in practice
can also adapteconomy-wide
in ways other than by selling their
homes if their situation changes. If a similar scenario had happened in
increase of more than 5 pp)
reality, it is therefore not certain that households that end up with a
deficit •in the
analysis would
be forced
sell their
homes.
Housing
prices
fallto by
40%

24. HOUSEHOLDS WITH DEFICIT
AND LTV OVER 100 PER CENT,
COMBINED UNEMPLOYMENT
AND FALL IN HOUSE PRICES
(Share of households, per cent)

§ Severe shocks to new borrowers
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If the interest rate increases by five percentage points at the same time
as house prices decline by 20 per cent, more than one per cent of household would have a deficit at the same time as the loan-to-value ratio
exceeds 100 per cent (Diagram 23). If prices were to fall by 40 per cent,
the corresponding figure would be instead 2.5 per cent of households.
In the same stress test in 2014, 3.9 per cent of the households have a
deficit and a loan-to-value ratio of more than 100 per cent.

§ What fraction of new borrowers
(1) have problems servicing their
debt (a deficit in a “left to live
on” analysis) and (2) are
In a scenario of house prices declining 20 per cent and 10 percent of the
underwater?
borrowers
becoming unemployed, one per cent of households with new
mortgages would have a deficit and simultaneously a loan-to-value
ratio
exceeding 100 per
cent (Diagram 24). If prices were to drop dou§ Answer:
1.7%

ble that amount, by 40 per cent, 2.5 per cent of households would have
a deficit while the value of their home would be less than their mortgage.
In Swedish
the 2014 sample,
this Market,
figure was” 3.2
per2016
cent.
Finansinspektionen (The Swedish FSA),
“The
Mortgage
April
20 per cent fall in price
40 per cent fall in price
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The stress tests show as a whole that most households that have taken

HOUSEHOLDS’ PAYMENT ABILITY 19
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Extra slides
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Goodfriend and King: Tightening 2010-2011 “broadly
excepted by all members”?
§ GK ignores minority policy rule
§ Lower minority policy rate and policy-rate path only first step of
several to get to “well balanced” monetary policy
§ Even first step substantially more expansionary
Minority path substantially more expansionary:
4-quarter equivalent minority path (green)

Svensson, blog post, www.larseosvensson.se and www.ekonomistas.se, May 12, 2016
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Was the tightening justified given the info at the time?
§ What did the Riksbank know?
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CPI inflation below target
6

6

What the Riksbank knew in June 2010
CPI inflation
CPI inflation target
CPIF inflation
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GDP 5% below peak, 10% below trend;
export 13% below peak
110

110

What the Riksbank knew in June 2010
GDP Real Time
GDP trend
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Svensson (2016), “Two serious mistakes in the Goodfriend and King review of Riksbank monetary
policy,” Blog post, January 22, www.larseosvensson.se.
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Unemployment close to 9%, at peak; far above
Riksbank’s “long-term” unemployment rate
10

10

What the Riksbank knew in June 2010
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Svensson (2016), “Two serious mistakes in the Goodfriend and King review of Riksbank monetary
policy,” Blog post, January 22, www.larseosvensson.se.
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GDP levels
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Distinguish central banks and monetary policy 1
§ Should monetary policy have financial stability as a goal?
• No
• Economic policies should only have goals that they can achieve

§ Should central banks have financial-stability as a goal?
• Depends on whether the central banks have suitable instruments
• Crisis management: Yes, since CBs have lending of last resort
(liquidity support)
• Crisis prevention: Depends of whether CBs have suitable
instruments
o Riksbank example: No crisis-prevention instruments; should hence not
have a financial-stability mandate for crisis prevention and normal times,
only for crisis management
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Distinguish central banks and monetary policy 2
§ Specific argument for CB financial-stability goal
• Failure of crisis prevention may result in a crisis that will
involve CB liquidity support and put CB capital at risk
• Therefore, the CB should have influence over crisis prevention
(liquidity regulation) and a general financial-stability mandate

§ Not convincing
• Failure of diplomacy may result in a war that will involve the
military and put its resources at risk
• Should therefore the military have influence over foreign
policy?
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What if monetary policy would pose a threat to
financial stability?
§ BoE model, Aug 2013, forward-guidance promise
§ 3rd knockout: FPC would judge that monetary policy poses a
significant threat to financial stability that the FPC cannot
contain with its instruments
§ It should be the macroprudential authority, not the monetary
policy one, to make the judgment and to warn if necessary
§ Monetary policy authority may then decide whether to adjust
monetary policy or not
§ Preserves independence of monetary policy, although some
element of “comply or explain”
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Additional cost: Inflation below household’s
expectations has increased household real debt burden

Inflation surprise

Note: Dashed lines are 5-year trailing moving averages
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6.5% higher real debt

The real value of an SEK 1 million loan taken out in
Nov 2011, actual and for 2 percent inflation
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Additional cost: Inflation below household’s
expectations has increased household real debt burden
§ Since November 2011, price level more than 6% lower
than if inflation had been 2%
§ The real value of fixed nominal debt taken out in Nov
2011 is more than 6% higher than if inflation had been
2%
§ Leaning against the wind may have increased real debt,
not reduced it
§ Schularick-Taylor: 5% higher real debt in 5 years
increases the probability of a crisis by 0.4 pp
§ Leaning counterproductive
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